
 

About
GSoft is a software company based in Montreal, Canada. The company’s 
goal is to make work simpler, kinder, and faster and they strive to do it with 
a family of software products that lay the groundwork for a better 
employee experience. Specifically, they help companies get the most out 
of Microsoft 365 with ShareGate. They also help managers grow their 
teams with their Officevibe platform. And, they ensure onboardings are 
professional and a personal success with Softstart. The company, which 
employs almost 400 people, was founded in 2006 and its customers 
include tens of thousands of companies in more than 100 countries. 

The two person Application Security team is responsible for ensuring the 
product is as secure as possible and that customers are protected. They 
accomplish this by making sure that the code written by developers at 
GSoft is secure and that the development team has the right tools and 
processes available to them to achieve these goals.  
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https://www.gsoft.com
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Case Study
Learn how GSoft has managed to gain full 
AppSec visibility with context

Challenges

The team had no visibility as to the total number of development 
repositories so they could not properly classify and recognize all the 
risks. Lack of visibility also meant that the team was not necessarily 
focused on the most important risks, but was instead often dealing 
with vulnerabilities of little to no significance.

Even with the ability to see all the code, a two person team could not 
continuously monitor hundreds of repositories as well as prioritize 
and remediate critical risks across +130 developers. Without 
automation and context, it was impossible to fix issues that were 
most important to the business and the company’s customers.  



Solution

Results

We didn’t know we needed Apiiro
until it showed us all the information 
that existed that we had no idea was out 
there and that our team was responsible for”

Edouard Shaar, 
Application Security Specialist at GSoft

Apiiro indexes all of the application components so that even a very small AppSec team can quickly 
identify and prioritize high risk vs low risk issues in the developed software..

The platform analyzes every pull request in seconds instead of minutes saving GSoft tens of 
engineering and AppSec hours every day, and helps to significantly decrease the time to remediate 
compared to using other security tools.

Apiiro’s SCA functionality activates as soon as it is connected to the source control manager and 
immediately surfaces all of the open-source elements without a need for extensive and 
time-consuming integrations.

Apiiro saves GSoft many hours of AppSec work every day on integrations between security tools and 
applications leading to significant cost savings and improved efficiencies.

Apiiro also saves 30 minutes per day for every active developer, which amounts to 65 hours per day 
across the whole team giving it an additional capacity of eight developers.

The saved development and application security time is now applied to delivering more customer 
value and increased velocity of time to market for important product features. 

Being a SaaS platform means that GSoft does not have to worry about maintaining, updating or 
paying infrastructure costs for Apiiro. 

Consolidation & cost 
saving on security tools

Hundreds AppSec
and dev hours saved

Visibility  with context


